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HEAT & GLO.
NO ONE BUILDS A BETTER FIRE.
THE PURSUIT OF INNOVATION

Heat & Glo is fueled by innovation and driven to prove “No One Builds A Better Fire.” The brand was founded in 1975 in a small Minnesota garage by brothers Ron and Dan Shimek. In 1987, the brand introduced Direct Vent technology—forever changing the way fireplaces function.

Much has changed since its beginning. Yet much remains the same. Today, Heat & Glo continues on an endless pursuit; pushing the boundaries of where fire can go and how it can look.

DESIGN

Design is an integral part of form and function. With Heat & Glo, meticulous product development creates cutting-edge designs with creative applications. An expansive breadth of offerings is available. From traditional to ultramodern. With more than 40 models and countless styles.

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY

Heat & Glo holds the most patents, honors and awards in the industry. The brand created fire from water, and also developed exclusive technologies like FireBrick® and IntelliFire™ Plus. Heat & Glo is always pushing the envelope with technology for today, and innovation for tomorrow.
INTELLIFIRE & INTELLIFIRE PLUS IGNITION SYSTEMS
An advanced intermittent pilot ignition system with memory settings and a programmable wireless RC300 remote control. IPI Plus constantly monitors ignition, ensures safe functioning and conserves up to $10/month in energy costs.

HEAT ZONE TECHNOLOGY
Draw heat from the fireplace into another room of the home, up to 20 feet away. When a heat zone kit is run continuously, it will redirect up to 25% of the fireplace’s heat to another area, thus reducing wall temperatures above the fireplace. Two heat zones run continuously will redirect up to 50% of the fireplace’s heat.

FIREBRICK® TECHNOLOGY
FireBrick is a patented, energy-saving ceramic material molded in a variety of masonry designs. FireBrick produces up to 25% more radiant heat than metal fireboxes—heating rooms faster and using less fuel. This increases efficiency and reduces heating costs.

FADE-RESISTANT BLACK GLASS INTERIOR
A clean modern look never gets dull. Just like this black glass interior. It’s hot. And looks that way, too. For the life of your Heat & Glo.

ANTI-REFLECTIVE GLASS
A cleaner, more distinct view of the fire. A glare reduction of 89% over standard ceramic glass. And an experience so real, friends may just try and add a log to the fire.
HEAT & GLO TECHNOLOGIES

DIRECT VENT TECHNOLOGY
Direct Vent fireplaces remove 100% of combustion exhaust and odors outside of the home. These sealed fireplaces provide optimal heat, conserve energy and ensure clean, safe indoor air quality.

POWER VENT TECHNOLOGY
Direct Vent fireplaces remove 100% of combustion exhaust and odors outside of the home. These sealed fireplaces provide optimal heat, conserve energy and ensure clean, safe indoor air quality.

SMARTWALL TV KIT
Design flexibility with automatic fan that allows a TV to be mounted 12” above the fireplace without a mantel or shelf.

HEAT DUCT TECHNOLOGY
Brings the warmth from your fireplace to the rest of your home, by redistributing heat from the fireplace via the furnace ductwork. When a heat duct kit is run continuously, it will redirect up to 25% of the fireplace’s heat to another area, thus reducing wall temperatures above the fireplace. Two heat ducts run continuously will redirect up to 50% of the fireplace’s heat.

POWERFLOW™ HEAT MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY
Our exclusive PowerFlow Technology redirects the flow of heat, sending warmth where you want it, all while maintaining safe outer glass and a cool wall. Quickly adjust heat distribution throughout your space, inside or outside the home. The choice is yours—at the flip of a switch.

LED LIGHTING TECHNOLOGY
Superior performance and extended efficiency. This technology provides high-contrast, brilliant lighting to accentuate the flames. Can be used as mood lighting, with or without the flames.
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### PREMIUM
A product series offering the finest features and options.

### MID-RANGE
A product series offering enhanced consumer benefits with improved features and options.

### BASIC
A product series offering essential consumer benefits.
TRADITIONAL GAS FIREPLACES
Designed with a large glass-free view and the authentic look of a traditional wood fireplace. Be captivated by the beautiful hand-painted logs, glowing LED ember bed and bold flames in a traditional brick or modern reflective black glass interior. Safely place a TV 12” above the opening with no mantel required. Set the mood with mild heat for year round enjoyment, and stream music or the sound of a crackling fire through Bluetooth® speakers for a truly immersive experience. Phoenix. The convenience of gas without the glass.
The TRUE offers the most authentic masonry appearance available in a Direct Vent gas fireplace. The best fire, cleanest look and largest view available come in three sizes with high definition logs, LED accent and ember lighting and reflection-free glass. It’s an attractive, powerful fireside experience—a TRUE innovation in traditional style.
The Cerona is the only true-arched fireplace on the market. Its arched elegance pairs well with robust flames and impressive efficiency. Patented, heat-radiating FireBrick® material and cantilevered corners provide the beauty of a custom-built masonry fireplace.
ESCAPE SEE-THROUGH
DIRECT VENT GAS FIREPLACE

Take comfort to the next level, and Escape. Flames rise through intricate logs and are complimented by electric embers and accent lighting for a broad fire. Enjoy the Escape See-Through from two rooms, with arched or square front designs.
The 6000 Series is the flagship of Heat & Glo. Three models are available (C, CL, CLX) offering different heating, features and aesthetics for different homebuyers. The 8000 Series provides all of the benefits of the 6000 Series in a larger size with greater heat output.
Multi-Sided fireplaces present an opportunity to elegantly divide a space, act as a window between rooms or provide dramatic architectural elements. Pier, see-through and left or right-corner models showcase fire in more ways. Create your own, unique hearth with a variety of sizes, styles and finishing options.
The Everest invigorates a space with a twist on tradition. A dramatic vertical design with cast surround options highlights bold fires.
SlimLine fireplaces fit where others don’t. Slender profiles make unique installations a reality. Bring your vision to life with multiple models, sizes and finishing options. The ideal combination of flame, glow and logs create a fireside experience you never want to leave.
Recreate the timelessness of a wood-burning fire with the open-hearth Reveal. Match your mood and enjoy full, generous flames with the optional doors open or closed.
MODERN GAS FIREPLACES
Modern in form and luxurious by design, the Foundation Series was created with consideration for the whole space, bringing your vision together. Even your most timeless setting comes alive with innovative appearance and modern design.
Add a spacious new dimension to your living space or gathering area with a Foundation Series luxury see-through fireplace. It’s a captivating look that invites conversation.
Let your distinctive spaces maintain their own character while you tastefully unite your overall design. A Foundations Series pier fireplace brings your interior together.
Trend-defining innovation embraces multi-sided visual enjoyment in a Foundation Series bay fireplace, where first glances become lasting looks—from every vantage point.
PRIMO
DIRECT VENT GAS FIREPLACE

Warm up to our most luxurious fireplace yet. Where intricate modern styling meets innovative heating technology. Defying convention and designed for the spotlight. There’s a reason we call it the PRIMO.
You’ve never experienced modern design like this. Clean. Discreet. Luxurious. In 4 sizes, with single-sided and see-through models. And a variety of finishing options. We spared nothing, to give you everything. It’s modern design, redefined.
These two models are a modern take on the flagship series of Heat & Glo. Sleek flames rise through crushed glass and multiply with a reflective black glass interior. It’s a vivid and elegant fireside experience.
COSMO gas fireplaces provide warmth, ambiance and chic contemporary detail. Two sizes with multiple finishing options deliver a bold design statement through a functional focal point.
This unique member of the SlimLine Series can be personalized with modern stones or glass, or traditional logs. Create a style uniquely yours—a fusion of modern and traditional elements.
The METRO Series features a contemporary design and shallow footprint for unique installation areas. Highlight both contemporary and transitional décor with this compact, efficient option.
The Escape revives an existing fireplace with impressive flames and high-efficiency heating. Exclusive FireBrick material provides authentic masonry appearances and greater heat output.
Transform a dated or drafty fireplace into a beautiful source of warmth. These gas metal inserts provide efficient performance in smaller or larger hearth openings. Detailed logs and glowing embers add authentic ambiance.
Transform an existing fireplace opening with the modern design of the COSMO. A reflective black glass interior and long ribbon of flame deliver unmatched style.
The smart, sophisticated Paloma artfully blends European styling with advanced engineering. Its smooth lines and slender proportions perfectly suit more intimate spaces.
The Tiara Series of gas stoves includes 3 sizes—matching the right heat output for the right space. Traditional cast iron construction supplies distinctive detail and efficient heat output in any environment.
TRADITIONAL WOOD FIREPLACES
The Rutherford Series offers robust performance and the appearance of a custom-built masonry fireplace—all at a fraction of the cost. Whether a crackle or a blaze, the Rutherford delivers a bold statement in your favorite room.
The Northstar exceeds the strictest environmental standards in the nation—so you can enjoy roaring fires even in areas where conventional wood-burning fireplaces are banned.
The Exclaim Series offers large viewing areas and attractive brick interiors, bringing warmth and ambiance into your favorite room.
The Energy Master Series delivers generous warmth and solid radiant heat from an insulated, heat-circulating fireplace.
Enjoy blazing wood-burning fires with the Royal Hearth Series. An easy-to-operate damper, convenient ash lip and invisible smoke shield make staying comfortable even easier.
OUTDOOR GAS FIREPLACES
Add warmth and beauty to two spaces—with one fireplace. The Twilight Series includes the world’s first see-through, indoor/outdoor gas fireplace. Enjoy traditional or modern ambiance, all year long—and from either side.
The Palazzo is a new kind of outdoor fireplace. This innovative fire feature resists the harshest elements with tough marine grade stainless steel. Advanced safety technologies are seamlessly integrated. The Palazzo Power Screen provides protection at the press of a button. Combined, these features create a contemporary focal point that will maintain its luster and add value to your home for years to come.
Seamlessly integrate your indoor and outdoor space with the Fortress see-through gas fireplace. The traditional style, expansive viewing area and authentic look fit perfectly in a variety of spaces. Non-reflective glass, accent lights and multiple interior brick options make this unique fireplace the ultimate in traditional luxury design. Enjoy the view both inside and out with the Fortress.
Enjoy the view from inside and outside your home with this unique fireplace. The Mezzanine gas fireplace boasts beautiful linear style and accent lights that shine through the crushed glass firebed. Customize the look with options like black glass interior, stones and trim finishing options making the Mezzanine linear fireplace the ultimate in luxury design.
Light up your landscape. The Lanai linear gas fireplace offers contemporary style. Feel confident enjoying the flames with proven technologies. The night comes alive with glowing flames and a colorful firebed.
The Courtyard outdoor gas fireplace is the perfect blend of artistry and function: traditional styling with ultra-realistic logs or contemporary glass, that ignite at the flip of a switch. Mesmerizing flames provide instant ambiance and relaxation. Cozy up with the Courtyard.
The Villa Gas is a versatile outdoor gas fireplace at a value price. This compact unit can easily be installed on decks or patios. A stainless steel surround withstands the elements, and complements an outdoor kitchen or contemporary living space.
The Castlewood turns any outdoor area into a welcoming and relaxing living space. A large, high opening provides a dramatic view from across the yard, and a textured brick interior offers masonry-style looks at a fraction of the cost.
The Longmire offers fireplace sights, sounds and smells you love in a linear shape. Sleek hideaway glass and screen doors reveal a roaring fire, drawing family and friends together.
The Montana is the original outdoor fireplace that started it all. It’s fashionably built to withstand adverse weather conditions and deliver solid performance—season after season, year after year.
The Villawood is a wood-burning fireplace at home in a variety of outdoor spaces. Upgrade your outdoor kitchen, or enhance your living area with style and warmth. Attractive stainless steel surround helps accent your décor.